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Nazione Inghilterra

PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
The manufacturing of mirrors is a well established tradition of Pearsons’ business, along with the new technical glasses and processes that are
emerging, The addition of a toughening plant ensures that Pearsons has ‘total in-house processing control from start to finish’.

Pearsons Glass decorative department is able to offer the customer a full and complete service from idea to delivery. An expertly trained design team
regularly creates new and unusual ‘one off’ designs for a multitude of customers with varying requirements, from a small company logo to architectural
and commercial masterpieces. The in-house design team can re-create, replicate or work to customer’s own artwork or drawings on glass and mirrors,
from simple lettering to intricate designs.

The recent developments in hot glass have seen Pearsons Glass taking a leading role in developing this market. They offer glasses from Schott,
Spectrum and Bullseye, along with kilns developed to our own specification and manufactured in the UK. We have always taken a view that in order to
develop the coloured glass markets, a proactive programme offering new and exciting products, has been key in developing the use of glass.

Our expertly trained, in-house design team can re-create, replicate or work to customer´s own artwork or drawings on glass and mirrors, from simple
lettering to logos architectural and commercial masterpieces. Bonding and some fusing of glass can be done and we are always keen to experiment in
new areas, technically and artistically. Sandblastin, Laminating

Pearsons Glass Ltd. are a leading supplier of an extensive range of glass products to architects, shop fitters furniture trade, exhibition designers,
national chain stores together with a host of other glass companies within the trade.

Company Profile of Pearsons Glass Ltd

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.

Il materiale informativo del sito è registrato ed appartiene all´azienda o ai terzi che lo hanno fornito e tutti i diritti sono riservati. Qualsiasi
utente che accede a tale materiale può farlo solo ad uso personale e ne è anche responsabile. Ridistribuzione o altro uso commerciale di
tale materiale è espressamente proibito. Nel caso in cui il materiale sia stato ceduto da terzi, l´utente concorda di rispettare questi termini
di utilizzo specificati. Glass Global non garantisce la veridicità o l´esattezza del contenuto di alcuna informazione o di siti web esterni
menzionati nelle stesse.www.glassglobal.com - The International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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